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FIG.11
the thermocouple rods which were soil grouted
into 2 in. diameter boreholes are shown in
Fig. 8.
The temperature gradients (about 0.2°G./ftO
ana the rate of penetration of the zero iso
thermal (about 1 to 2 ft./year) under cold
stores are much less than appears to occur ge
nerally under freezing conditions in nature,
the comparable figures being l°C./ft. and 2
ft./month in England. With this slow rate of
frost penetration, water can move at a suffi
cient rate for ice lenses to grow even in com
paratively fine grained soils and under these
conditions ice lenses grow to abnormal thick
nesses. The particle size distributions of
frost heaved soils from under cold stores are
given in Fig. 9; the clay in soils 1, 2 and 3
is comparatively inactive. Ice lenses up to
1 in. thick are common in all these soils and
lenses up to 5 in. thick were found in soil 2.
A typical distribution of the ice and the
equivalent water content of thawed samples of
the soil 6, are given in Fig. 10.
The store illustrated in Fig. 6 was slow
ly thawed out to avoid exceptional settlement.

VI d 5

The movements of a typical stancheon base and
a point on the floor are shown in relation to
the depth of the zero isothermal in the ground
and the room temperature in Fig. 11. About 30
stancheons lifted 1 to 7 in. in this building
and they all settled within i in. of design
level on thawing the ground slowly.
The simplest way to avoid heaving under
cold stores, where the ground conditions are
favourable for frost heaving, is to build the
structure above ground with a free air space
beneath. The basement store is however more
conservative thermally, but it is difficult to
dispose of condendation if air circulation is
used below the basement floor. The store illu
strated in Fig.- 6 has been equipped with a low
temperature electrical heating grid placed
just below the 6 in. of cork insulation. The
electrical energy supplied amounts to about
0 .1 5 watts/ft.2 and the input is controlled by
relays operated by thermocouples embedded in
the soil surface so as to keep the temperature
just above freezing point. This appears to be
an economical method and does not reduce the
headroom in the store.
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STRUCTURES IN AHBAS SUBJECTED TO MINING SUBSIDENCE
K.W.Mautner,D.Sc.(Eng).f M.D.Struct.E.M.I.Soc.C.B.

I. MECHANICS OF MINING SUBSIDENCE.
From the beginning of this century many
oomplete surveys carried out on the surface
of mining areas by means .of precision measure
ments of levels and horieontal strain, have
contributed to the conception of certain prin
ciples of the mechanics of mining subsidence
6), 7), 9), 12), 18), 24).
Later on, measurements of roof pressure
in the worked seams and strain measurements in
the mining shafts themselves were carried out,
the latter to study the influence of working
seams within the safety pillarB 24).

(France).

The magnitude and manner of the subsid
ence are generally influenced by the following
factors:
1) Nature of the over-lying strata.
2) Depth of the worked seam or seams
3) Thickness and slope (dip)
4) Method of working of the seams
5) Stowage of filling in the worked areas
(dead wall).
1) If the over-lying strata consists of rocky
material with rather high compressive and
shear strength, large cavities may be worked
before the effect of subsidence becomes appa-
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rent. However, if the roof strata becomes to
weak, the subsidence occurs suddenly and with
violence, whilst if the over-lying strata con
sists of softer and ductile material like
clay, slate or shale or granulous material,
the subsidence is more gradual and uniform.
2) la general, the magaitude of subsideace and
horizontal strain decreases with increasing
depth of the worked seam, siace the volume of
subsidiag material required to fill the voids
of the worked seems iacreases with the depth.
It is, however, aot true that at a certaia
depth, the influence of subsideace disappears,
i.e. the subsideace "ruas dead". Heceut iuvestigations 24) have showa that this is aot
the case provided that for the point P under
consideration on the surface (Fig. 1) the socalled "full area" is worked, i.e.' an area
which comprises the base of a cone limited by
a certaia angle approximating the angle of
rupture which will be defined below.
3) Of course, the magaitude of both pheaomeaa
increases with the thickaess of the worked
seam or seems.
With regard to the .slope (dip) of the
seam, the ideal curves (Fig. 2) explained be
low, are deformed, which may lead to far
greater subsideace, becomiag especially dan
gerous with steep slopes of the curves.Similar

ioflueaces are to be expected from "faults"
ia the over-lyiag.
4) The method of working of the seams has such
great iaflueuce oa the pheaomena of subsid
eace that it can be safely said that the pro
tection of structures above ground will, for
the greater part, depend on the mining Engin
eer's plan for working of the seams. Unfortun
ately, however, plans for working of these
areas can hardly be predicted for long periods
and the structural engineer, should aot,there
fore, rely oa the adaptation of the mining en
gineer's working methods, except in such spec
ial cases where it is a question of protecting
existing structures or buildings of high eco
nomic or cultural value, or (which is frequent
ly the case) the shafts themselves, if working
within the so-called safety pillar, are con
sidered.
In Fig. 1, the influences of working
seams at "part area" "full area" and "excess
area" are showa, from which it is clear that
the workiug of "part areas" although iuflueuciag oaly a restricted area oa the surface,may
be far more iacoaveaieut with regard to the
steepaess of the slope aad the magnitude of
strains than the working of the "full area"
It is further shown that by arrangiag for
rapid workiug cf "excess areas" ia sections

Earth Movement During Subsidence.
FIG. 1

FIG. 2
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Support Conditions on Subsiding Soil.
FIG. 3

FIG.4
and steps, one can even obtain a strain free
area with very uniform settling around the
point P under consideration 24).
5) The influence of the stowage in the "dead
wall" is such that the more voids are left
the greater the phenomena of subsidence will
be. Therefore, greatest subisdence occurs witttout stone pillars, and the least subsidence
occurs with flushed sand or pneumatic filling.
Both the latter methods, however, are not yet
in general use owing to their cost end other
factors.
6) Pig.2, shows the ideal curves of subsidence
and strains 7). The example shown has a
slightly sloping seam. The characteristic of
the subsidence curve is that the mayimum sub
sidence co-incides with the maximum compres
sive strain and has at this point a great ra
dius of curvature. There is usually no hori
zontal strain just above the limits of the
worked seam. The plane connecting the border

of the worked seam with the maximum tensile
strain on the surface is called the "plane of
rupture" and the angle, the "angle of rupture".
"The plane connecting the point where no phe
nomena occur with the border of the worked
seam is the "limiting angle". Both of these,
however, the rupture plane and the limiting
plane, are not planes proper but may consist
of several polygonal planes according to the
changes in the nature of the strata. If the up
per part of the over-lying strata consists of
granulous and sometimes immersed material, the
limiting angle may be very flat.
The truncated cone or pyramid defined by
the rupture plane moves vertically downwards
into the hollow of the worked seam or seams.
Generally the prism just above the worked seam
tends to move vertically only whilst the ad
jacent wedges tend to rotate inwards about
the border of the worked seam. This hypothesis
has been corroborated by pressure measurements
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on the roof of the worked, seams which usually
showed an increase of pressure in the vicinity
of the supposed centre of rotation.
7) The bibliography contains two main theories
for analysing the movement. The first is
the "Rupture Theory" and the second is called
"Theory of Deflection".
6)
The Rupture Theory assumes that in the
vicinity of the highest tensile strains one or
several cracks occur which are accompanied by
the rotating movement of the wedges. The De
flection Theory uses the simile of an encastre
beam subjected to bending, in spite of the
fact that the theory of bending and its basic
principles cannot be applied. It merely means
that no apparent cracks must occur, but that
the subsequent layers of the overburden will
be deformed similarly to the deflection of en
castre beams as long as the cohesion prevents
formation of such cracks.
II. THE DESIGN OF STRUCTURES WITH REGARD TO
MINING SUBSIDENCE.
If, except in special cases, the working
plan of the mining engineer is not to be taken
into account for a long term policy, the struc
tural engineer is faced with the problem of
protecting the structures above ground in
vertical and horizontal planes for all pos
sible axes and centres of subsidence. It must,
however, be said that is is not always practic
able nor economical to fulfill all conditions.
We may, therefore, divide the methods to be
applied into two categories:
A. Structures with "complete protection" in
vertical and horizontal planes.
B. Structures with "partial protection" mainly
against horizontal forces.
The "complete protection" of structures
is confined to structures with limited sizes
in plan of great rigidity, whilst the protec
tion against horizontal forces is possible and
advisable in almost every case.
A.I. Stresses in the Vertical Plane.
From Fig. 2 it can be derived that near
the centre of the subsiding basin the struct
ure may, in the most unfavourable case, be act
ing as freely supported at the ends whilst at
the edge of the subsiding basin a part of the
structure may cantilever. Assuming a straightlined reaction of the strata in all stages,the
equilibrium in both cases, (see figs. JA and
) gives the maximum pressure
4pb

p „ - —-------- 3 (b - 2 A)

for c anti levering

and
pb

p ,* .- -------

(b -X)

for free support

where b denotes the length on the structure in
the vertical plane under consideration, p the
uniformly assumed design pressure in undisturb
ed ground and A the effective length for free
support and for cantilevering respectively.
The stresses depend mainly on this length A
i.e. on the ratio n « p
/a
max/ .
If the Pmax were known, the problem would
be statically determinate. The p
can be
ABZ
suitably considered as the "yield pQint" of
the strata, i.e. the specific load unddr which
the settlement decreases considerably quicker
than the load increment. The ratio n indicat
ing the yield to design pressure is, however,
in most cases, not known and has to be estim

ated or established by adequate tests accord
ing to the classical methods of soil mechanics
25).

Furthermore, it is well known that the
straight-lined assumed reaction does not gen
erally exist, at least not for foundation slabs
and strips of small sizes 17), 21), 25). The
influence of these inevitable errors is shown
later on.
As soon as, by free support or cantilever,
the maximum pressure, i.e. the ’’yield point",
is reached, this stage constitutes the most
unfavourable possible support condition be
cause, should a further pressure increment oc
cur, in the case of free support the founda
tion would settle further down and,therefore
the free span decrease; and, in case of can
tilevering a rotation of the stiff structure
would occur, in both cases without further in
crease of A . From these considerations which,
to the best of his knowledge, were given for
the first time by the Author 8), 10), 13)*14),
16) it can easily be derived that the free
length of support as well as the greatest
length of cantilevering increases with increase
on the ratio n and that the forces become
greater if the original design pressure was
chosen comparatively low. Further, the length
A increases with the bearing capacity of the
soil, i.e. the better the foundation strata is
in the usual sense, the greater are the forces
due to mining subsidence. The conclusions to
be drawn from these considerations are, there
fore, as follows:•
1) The design pressure should be chosen as
high as possible even at the expense of a
rather important settling in undisturbed
ground.
2) The structure or part of structure should
be rigid to such an extent that, taking in
to consideration the probable ratio n, the
forces by free support and cantilevering can
be taken without harm. As, however, the axes
of subsidence are not known in advance,several
positions of the yield pressure- and zero pres
sure lines have to be investigated and the
bending moment, shear forces and torque com
puted for the most unfavourable cases.
Fig. 4 shows the curves denoting the in
fluence of the ratio n for cantilevering and
free support, the abscissa giving the part of
the dimension b in both cases and the ordinates
the multiple of the plan-pressure p.
3) If the structure is too large in one or
both dimensions in plan to stand the for
ces due to these cases the structure has to
be sub-divided into such sections as will in
themselves be rigid. Special advantages are
further gained by intentionally reducing the
area in contant with the soil not only for
the forces in vertical planes but also for
the horizontal forces.
In para. Ill several structures with re
duced areas are shown in Figs. 10, 12, 15.
In some cases a statically determinate
support condition can be chosen by arranging
three-point supported structures. Generally,
this is only commendable on very resistant
ground (rock) or for self-contained deckings
of bridges. Some difficulties are encountered
in the design with regard to the great loads
acting on the spherical contact joints with
almost coinciding radii of spheres allowing
of great angles of rotation, and, for the ho
rizontal forces, the necessity of linking the
three-point foundations by hinged ties.
Merits and errorB of the above Principles.
The above theoretical conditions are not
correct with regard t o :
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1) the elastic behaviour of the structure.
2) the actual non uniform distribution of the
soil reaction on undisturbed ground.
The elastic behaviour of the structure
can safely be disregarded, as the "complete
protection" needs great rigidity end the in
fluence of the elastic behaviour of the struc
ture will, therefore, be very small.
The actual non-uniform distribution may,
however, be of some importance especially for
rather small contact areas. The non-uniformity as investigated first by the classical
theory, of Boussinesq and later on by Terzaghi
25)i Kogler and Scheidig 15)« van Iterson 17),
0. Faber 21), and others, is dependent on the
nature of the soil, i.e. granulous or cohesive,
and on the size of the loaded area and its
depth. Unfortunately, neither theory nor tests
exist for eccentrically loaded foundations
with the exception of some Papers by Engesser
1) 2). From the latter, it may be derived
that n decreases in comparison with centrically applied load.
Except for foundations on granular strata
with rather small contact areas, the error due
to the application of the above simplified as
sumptions will be on the safe side. Experien
ces of many structures described in Para. Ill

Sloping Prosection of ligner Foundation.
FIG. 8
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have practically corroborated these simplified
assumptions.
The computation problems based on the
above principles seemed, at first sight, to
be very simple as the conditions of equilibrium
are:
1) that the integrated soil reaction is equal
to the total weight and loads.
2) that the‘resultants of reaction and loads
coincide.
In practice, however, there are many complica
tions, especially with foundations of special

shape in plan and the necessity to investigate
several axes of mining subsidence. Lack of
space prevents the Author from giving many ex
amples, but reference is made to his recent
more elaborate publication 28).
Fig. 5 shows, for a square foundation,the
relation between the ratio n and the moment
per unit width for free support and cantilevering parallel to the sides and in the direction
of the diagonal.
Fig. 6 shows the position of yield pres
sure and zero pressure lines on a rectangular

¿r»»*

2¿>
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FIG.10
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foundation parallel to the aides and for in
clined positions witb the involutes of these
lines.
Pigs. 7-9 show diagrams of loads and re
actions, bending moments and torque for a ma
chine foundation of over 100 feet length and
the cases for varied inclined yield- and zero
pressure lines which in addition to the bend
ing moments about the two axes are suitable
for determining the resulting torque. The po
sition of yield- and zero pressure lines can
be found graphically by means of the oirole of
Mohr-Land.
A.3. Forces in horizontal Planes.
The maximum horizontal force which can
be transmitted to the bottom of a shallow
foundation is the friction, or in some cases
the shear resistance (cohesion of the strata)
In non-cohesive soil, these forces are, there
fore, linear, increasing from the end to the
centre, and are equal to the weight times the
coefficient of friction. The equilibrium de
mands that the maximum forces occur perpen
dicular to the axes of inertia. In cohesive
soil, however, the shear resistance (cohesion
of the sub-soil) which is only slightly de
pendent on the weight is to be substituted
for the friction. In the latter case, the
expansibility (dilatancy) of the sub-soil,in
the tensile zone of subsidence and the form
ation of cracks in it influence the maximum
of the force. It is difficult to determine in
advance either the friction or the shear re
sistance (cohesion). A similar case, for in
stance, the effect of shrinkage of concrete
slabs for concrete run-ways, has shown that
the frictional force may amount to from 2 to
3 times the weight of the slab (J.N. McFBeters
Airport Paper Ho.2, Institution of Civil En
gineers, 1946). The case for the friction or
shear resistance by subsidence is, however,
not identical, as in the tensile zone of the
subsiding area the dilatency of the soil de
creases the action on the foundation. Means,
for reducing these horizontal forces do, how
ever, exist and have proved effective in prac
tice. The most usual method is to cast under
the foundation a thin slab which is well
screeded off and to cover it with carefully
spread oil paper. These means were applied
in several of the examples described later on,
where it was found sufficient to assume a
coefficient of friction between 0.4 end 0.6.
In order to avoid shear resistance, it is al
so possible to cover the foundation level with
a layer of sharp sand, which to some extent
constitutes a system of spherical bearings,
thus avoiding shear resistance. In this case
the casting of the foundation strips or slabs
should be effected by placing thin pre-cast
slabs on the sand filling first.
Besides the action of friction or shear
there is a danger of far greater forces for
deeper foundations in the compression zone of
the subsidence where the passive resistance
of the soil may act. To avoid this it is some
times necessary to insulate the structure from
the soil by retaining walls in order to allow
of a free movement.

FIG.11

FIG.12

III. SOME EXAMPLES OF STRUCTURES CONSTRUCTED
AND KEPT UNDER OBSERVATION FOR LONG PBRIODS (RUHR. SILESIA. POLAND AND HOLLAND):
Owing to lack of space only a fehortsummary is given of figures and photographs, but
reference is again made to the more elaborate
Paper 28.
1. Figs. 10, 11 show a foundation block for
fly-wheel transformer for rolling mills

FIG- 13
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Phoenix Steel Works, Duisburg, Ruhr 13).
As the axle of the machinery has the length
of about 190 feet and is adjuctable should
any tilting occur, it was necessary only to
keep the foundation blocks of 193' x 22' x
16' free from cracks or deterioration which
could have a detrimental effect on the func
tioning of the many rolling beds of the steel
works.
In Pig. 10 are shown two different
schemes. One with full support and the second
with supports on pads. Only the latter was
practically feasible as with the reduced
bearing area the parameter n can be lowered
to 2.5- The lines for bending momenta and
shear forces for both schemes are to the same
scale and show the great advantages of adopt
ing the scheme II . Of course, inclined po
sitions of the yield- and zero pressure lines
and the resulting twist weresstudied careful
ly. The foundation blocks have settled in in
clined and tilted positions over many years,
but this was corrected by the bearing of the
axle of the machinery, and no cracks have oc
curred.
2. An example of twin water tanks of 450.000
gallons each is shown in Pigs. 12-14. An
existing water tank in the immediate neigh
bourhood had suffered so heavily from subsid
ence that it was irreparable. The drawings
are self-explanatory, showing the principle
of reduced support area by means of foundation
strips which, together with a system of cross
walls, ensure rigidity for all vertical and
horizontal forces up to a yield pressure of
about lOt/sq.ft. The settling of these tanks
was considerable and non-uniform, but the
tanks remained completely water-tight over an
observation period of 10 years.
3. An under-railway bridge for the Phoenix
Steel Works in Duisburg for the transport
ation of iron-ore consists of a number of se
parate trapezoidal stiff frames in the longi
tudinal plane with reduced length of the foun
dation (Fig. 15). The most unfavourable cases
of subsidence are explained in Fig. 16.
Fig. 17 shows the bridge shortly after
completion and Pig. 18 after eight years,from
which the great movement in the joints can be
clearly seen.
4. Another example is a railway bridge for
coal transport, Pigs. 19*20 which consists
of many spans, each of 36 feet. The system con
sists of statically determinate frames with
cantilevers and freely suspended support spans
between each pair of such frames. The redundency is eliminated by arranging one fixed
pillar for each frame, the other pillar being
a rocking stanchion which bears on the foun
dation and on the beams respectively by means
of spherical connecting joints.
5. One of the Author's Paper 10) shows an
over-bridge over a three track railway line
of 64 feet effective span with two cantilevers,
each of which has a span of 18 feet. These
cantilevers are weighted by ballast concrete.
The bridge of 18 feet breadth has a three
point support and the position can be correct
ed by means of hydraulic jacks if the subsid
ence should foul the clearance of the railway.
6. Another example of a three point support is
the structure for a pit-head gear at the
Uaurits Colliery of the Dutch State Mines(de
signed by the Civil Engineering Department of
the Dutch State Mines at Heerlen 26).
B) Partial Protection.
As already stated above "complete protec
tion” is neither practical nor necessary in
some cases.

FIG. 2 0

FIG. 21
1. With regard to small houee6 on mining es
tates, a strip foundation for the horizont
al forces, as explained above, ia generally
the minimum of protection. This, however,can
be greatly improved if a basement (cellar) is
provided, as such a basement with its partition
walls acts like a rigid box and is well able
to resiBt the forces in vertical planes.
2. Spacious Buildings. (Workshop, Churches,
and Halls).
The greatest difficulties are generally en
countered in the protection of such buildings
as the interior usually has no stiffening at
all. It is, therefore, in most cases on}.y pos
sible to provide protection against horizontal
forces.
Fig. 21 shows a foundation grid for a
church at Zaborce (Polish Mining district).
With regard to workshop steel structures,
it is advisable to avoid roof trusses on rol
ler bearings, but rather to connect the trus
ses on one side with rocking stanchions in
corporated in the walls.
With regard to industrial framed buildings,
although no complete protection can be achieved,
for a multi-storey building, the structure may
be partly sufficient for the vertical movement
if it consists of rigid frames in both direc
tions.
In the Dutch Paper 26), several multi
storey industrial buildings are shown which
being sub-divided into smaller sectional parts
with sufficient space between them and bridged
by sliding freely supported structures, stood
the great vertical movements rather well.
IV. All the structures described in these
Papers were carried our prior to the la-
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test developments in pre-stressed concerte.
Application of pre-atressed concrete would not
only reduce the great quantity of steel up to
80%, but also considerably increase resistance
against the combined bending moments in two
vertical planes as well as shear and torque.
It is, therefore, safe to assume that
further progress in the protection against min
ing subsidence lies in the direction of prestressed concrete.
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K.W. Mautner - "Zechenbauten"
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keit des Baugrundes" (Bearing
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-Villars, Paris, esp. Chapter
VI.
Carp - "Baugrundfragen in Berg
baugebieten" .(Soil problems in
mining districts) "Der Bau
ingenieur", 19 3 7 .
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Essen, V 0.32 No. 3 .
K. Terzaghi - "Theoretical Soil
Mechanics", esp.Art.7, Art,4548.
C.W.J. Groothoff, "Beton in de
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ing Regions). "De Ingenieur",
1946, No. 30, 35, 49.
Interim Report on Mining Sub
sidence and its Effect on Struc
tures. The Structural Engineer,
Vol. XXV, No. 8.
K.W. Mautner - "Structures in
areas subjected to mining sub
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gineer , Vol. XXVI, No. 1.,
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